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Methods of collecting the information Mohammad Ehsanul Karim [email protected] Applied Statistics Institute of Statistical Research and Training University of Dhaka Introduction The selection of samples rests on well-developed theories and the surveyor can, broadly speaking, make the samples as precise as resources permit. Method of collection the information are not so developed and systematized. There is a wealth of experience and a formidable literature describing them, but a few would claim that this amounts to a coherent set of principles or a theoretical framework. Every survey expert has his own ideas, but however well grounded in past experience these are, they have neither the certainty nor the objective that goes with his choice of sample design. Perhaps matters like interviewing and questionnaire design can never achieve a theoretical basis in the sense that sampling has one, but research on methods of data collection must be given priority if the development of this aspect of surveys is to catch up with that of sampling and analytical techniques. Methods of obtaining data about a group of people can be classified in many ways. For our purpose, the following grouping is convenient: a) Documentary sources or Transcription from records b) Physical observation or measurement c) Mail Questionnaire or Mail enquiry d) Face-to-face Interviewing e) Schedule Some other informal or not so widely / frequently used methods of data collection are: f) Indirect Oral interviews g) Information from Correspondents
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h) Telephone Interview i) Method of Registration j) Mall Intercept Method k) E-mail enquiry and Online survey These methods have their respective merits and are briefly discussed here. It is particularly important to give sufficient thought to the selection of an appropriate method or methods of data collection in any survey. The entire planning and execution of the survey is influenced considerably by the method of data collection. The decision regarding the choice of the method of data collection briefly described here should arrive at a careful consideration of (i) Nature and scope of the enquiry (ii) Availability of financial resources (iii) Availability of time (iv) Availability of manpower (v) Degree of accuracy desired (vi) Practicability among the alternative methods We discuss the mentioned methods of data collection one by one here:



a)



Documentary Sources



The method of "transcription from records / documentary sources" is used when the data needed for a specific purpose are already available in registers maintained in one or more places, making it no more necessary to collect them directly from the original units at much cost and effort. The method consists in compiling the required information from the registers for the concerned units. This method is extensively used, since a good deal of Government and business statistics are collected as by-product if routine administrative operations. The physical observation or measurement, personal interview, telephone interview, mail enquiry, registration relate to collection of primary data from the units or the respondents directly, where as transcription from records relates to the extraction of secondary data, collected earlier generally by one or more of other methods. We discuss here how different types of documents can supplement data obtained by observation, mail questionnaire and interviewing; that is ,
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by other methods of data collection. In other methods, researcher must wait for the data to be collected, which may take a long time, but with existing records, there is no such delay. a) Sources giving information about the survey population It is usually possible to answer some of the questions a survey is intended to cover from available data. A mass of information about the population studied by social survey is available in historical documents, statistical reports, records of institutions and other sources; it is up to the surveyor to derive what help he can from it. Surveyor must consider carefully its suitability for his survey. Coverage population, employed definitions, accuracy of the information, up-to-date and sufficiency etc are the factors that lead the surveyor to discard the information completely or at least to treat the findings as no more than rough guides. Limitation In particular, the accuracy of routine records is often found on investigation to be too questionable to make them useful for a surveyor's purpose. b) Sources giving information about 'units of enquiry' It is much more difficult to supplement the information about individual survey units from documentary sources. Not that there is any lack of information; the difficulty is in gaining access to it if it was collected for quite other purpose. Government departments possess a mass of information relating to individuals (census schedules, employment records, insurance cards, health cards, health records, in come tax returns, family budget record and so on). Institutions like hospitals, prisons, adoption societies, professional institutes, business firms etc all have in their files information which a surveyor might on occasion like to use. Limitation



It is not generally available to the outside researcher.



c) Personal documents Personal documents which come from the informants, such as diaries, letters, autobiographies, essays has reliability and representativeness of an individual and they are not beyond control like those informations which are originally collected for a different purpose. Like case records, personal documents provide a richness and detail not achieved by the more standardized methods of social surveys. They
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can give insight into personal characteristics, experiences and beliefs that formal interviewing can rarely, perhaps never, attain; and as they are unsolicited the possibility of any investigator bias colouring their contents is eliminated. Limitations However, this kind of information are not free from all kind of bias necessarily they were produced for some purpose and related to this their might be bias, caused by such factors as a desire for prestige or a desire to justify some action. Again, in any case, the step of asking people for personal documents is a crucial one.



Drawback of Documentary source method Obviously the quality of the data obtained through this method can at best be the quality of the original data. If the quality of the original data is not good enough, we can not expect much quality from it.



b)



Observation and Measurement



Data collection by physical observation or measurement consists in physically examining the units or respondents and recording data as a result of personal judgement or using a measuring instrument by the investigator. Observation can fairly be called the classic method of scientific enquiry. The accumulated knowledge of biologist, physicists, astronomers and other natural scientists is built upon centuries of systematic observation, much of it of phenomena in their natural surroundings rather than in the laboratory. On the face of it, the relatively infrequent use of observational methods by social scientists is surprising, especially when one reflects that they are literally surrounded by their subject matter, that they have only to open their eyes and observe their fellow men and women, and the institutions and societies they have created, in action. Looked upon as a means of general orientation, observation certainly plays as much a part in the social as in any of the sciences. A Social scientist can hardly avoid being influenced in his choice of research problem, his ideas and his theories, by what he observes around him. Observation as a systematic method of collecting data is quite another matter. For it is not
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sufficient that the subject matter is there to be observed. The method must be suitable for investigating the problem in which the social scientist is interested; it must be appropriate to the populations and samples he wishes to study ; and it should be reasonably reliable and objective. The cost involved and the possible improvement in the quality of data are to be taken into account before deciding to adopt this method and subject to these two considerations, this method should have preference over the other methods. One point of terminology must be mentioned. In the strict sense, observation implies the use of the eye rather than of the ears and the voice.



Advantages In considering observation as a method of enquiry, its value must be assessed in relation to that of the alternative method of collecting information, that is asking people about their actions and beliefs and behaviour of others. Direct observation can have a number of advantages over asking for information from informants. They are [1] If the informants are unable to provide the information or can give only very inexact answers, questioning must be ruled out and observation is the only way to proceed. [2] The need for applying this technique can arise when technical information, such as blood pressure, battery charging system in one's car , is needed. [3] In the case of the survey of postal services, respondents would preferably have given answers to a question asking for the distance from their letter-box to the front gate, but the results would almost certainly have been unreliable; often observation is a much more dependable way of collecting data in the form of measurement of distances and time. [4] Another reason why information gathered by questioning may be unreliable is because of its dependence on the informant's memory; on some topics fallibility of memory can cause reported data to be seriously distorted, in a way which observation of events as they occur would avoid. [5] It is sufficient to observe here that an information may give a false reply because he misunderstands the question or because, consciously or subconsciously, he distorts his answer; the latter can occur for a variety of reasons, such as desire for prestige or desire by the
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informant to give the answer he thinks is expected of him. These dangers do not exist with direct observation. [6] Data obtained by this method are likely to be more accurate than those obtained by other methods such as mail enquiry and documentary sources .



Disadvantages But though observation as a method has some important merits, there are also limitations [1] There are for instance circumstances in which observation offers little help. A researcher interested in events or activities that belong to the past , will have to rely on documents or more probably on what people tell him, although he knows that the latter information will be subject to memory errors. [2] Again, there may be situations , such as the study of public opinion , where this method can not be effectively applied; that is , observation is rarely the most appropriate method for studying opinions and attitudes. [3] Difficulties are often encountered in obtaining a representative sample for the observation of behaviour. [4] In some parts of the field covered by surveys, the time needed for observation is another serious drawback. [5] It may involve greater effort and cost.



Application / Use a) Observation by the use of Apparatus One way by which direct recording of frequency of behaviour can be realized is by replacing the human observer by a piece of apparatus that does the recording for him. Other forms of hardware, particularly tape recorders and cameras, are also helpful for direct observation of behaviour. Recorded in such manner can be analyzed in depth at some later time. It provides much less biased viewpoint to researcher. The replacement of observer by a piece of apparatus can have another advantage. The presence of an observer may influence the behaviour he is observing, an effect which can be avoided if the observer is replaced by an unnoticed piece of recording apparatus. Besides the tape recorders and cameras, two-way mirrors are sometimes used to avoid the effect of
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observer interference. There are often serious ethical problems to be faced if apparatus is used in this way. A researcher does not always have the right to collect information on individuals without their knowledge and consent. This issue particularly acute when hidden hardware is used and a permanent record is secured. b) Participant observation We must refer to another application of observation, of considerable importance as a method of enquiry, and often known as Participant observation. With this method the observer joins in the daily life of the group or organization he is studying. He watches what happens to the members of the community and how they behave and he also engages in conversations with them to find out their reactions it, and interpretations of, the events that have occurred. He studied the life of the community as a whole, the relationship between its members and its activities and institutions- the type of study typical of social anthropology. The community may be as small as a family or as large as a city. It may be a "closed" community, like a family or tribe, or an "open" one, such as a factory, a town or a village. An important difference between the two is that in the open community an observer can remain unnoticed, while in the close , this is impossible. The observer's task is to place himself in the best position for getting a complete and unbiased picture of the life of the community. A risk with participant observation is that the role adopted by the observer will restrict his understanding of the situation. This is what we call "the biased-viewpoint effect". It hardly needs emphasizing how much the success of the participant observer's approach depends on his skill and personality. Participant observation is commonly used in an exploratory way, at least in the initial three stages. The first stage being the selection and definition of problems, concepts and indices. The participant observer's early observations help to develop his ideas on these subjects and he then proceeds, for the second stage, to check which of the numerous preliminary ideas are worth pursuing. This is done by collecting further data to check on the frequency and distribution of phenomena in the community. The third stage of fieldwork consists of attempting to incorporate the individual findings into a model of the social system under study. After the fieldwork, there is a further stage in which the final systematic analysis, checking the models and rebuilding them if necessary, is conducted. An important feature of the procedure is its sequential
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nature, the observer beginning with speculations suggested by observation and developing his ideas until he can try to build a general model. If the technique is to be successful, participant observers must have special abilities. Efficiency in observation and recording may be attainable through training, but objectivity is more elusive. Some example of specific areas where this method is applicable is given here (i) In anthropology survey, the required data, such as head-breadths and nose-lengths of a sample person obtained by measurement. (ii) In crop survey, the area under different crops may be obtained by visually judging the crop grown and the proportion of crop area in each plot , the land area of which would have been measured earlier using land survey methods. (iii) There may be situations . such as the study of incidence of a certain disease requiring a careful medical examination, where this method has necessarily to be applied. The range of application of observational methods in surveys are limited but when they can be employed, they have a notable advantage. If information is obtained by questioning informants there is always the possibility that their reports will be inaccurate; they may not know the precise facts or, for one reason or another, they may distort their answers. In many areas this is a very real danger and one that can sometimes be avoided by the use of direct observation. With ingenuity greater use could probably be profitably made of observational methods in surveys.



c)



Mail Questionnaire



In a mail enquiry, data are collected by obtaining questionnaires filled in by the respondents, the questionnaires being sent and collected back through an agency such as the postal department. This method is likely to cost much less than observation or personal interview methods, as no on-the-spot contact with the respondents is envisaged in this method. Mail questionnaires are the almost universal method with economic and industrial surveys of firms.
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Advantages On occasions when a high response rate can be secured, the gain from using a mail questionnaire can be substantial. And even a mail questionnaire may not achieve as high a response rate as interviewing, its merits may be strong enough to weight the balance in its favour, particularly if an estimate can be made of the effect of the non-response. The problem can , like many others in survey methodology, be reduced to simple economics. Some advantages of this procedure are discussed bellow [i] Without doubt, the mail questionnaire is generally cheaper than other methods. Mail questionnaires are cheaper to send out than interviewers. It is clear that the cost of using mail questionnaires, in which, postal charges take the place of interviewer's salaries and expenses, is often only a small fraction of that of a field survey; certainly if the latter is based on a random sample. Of course, it is not necessarily a cheap method; the response to a mail survey may be so low that the cost per completed questionnaire is higher than with an interview sample. [ii] Some times, the population to be covered may be so widely and thinly spread, and the funds available so limited, that the mail questionnaire is the only feasible approach. While the advantage of being able to have a widely spread sample with a mail questionnaire is of especial value for rare and scattered populations, it also applies mo re generally. We might remark on a particular application of mail questionnaires- as an economic way of locating rare population. [iii] At first sight, it might seem that a mail questionnaire is a particularly quick method of conducting a survey. It certainly takes little time to send out the questionnaires, and the bulk of the returns will probably be received within some weeks. But time must be allowed for late returns and responses to follow-up attempts. As a result a period of a month or more is probably needed from the date of the initial mailing to the commencement of the final analysis. [iv] The mail questionnaire of course avoids the problems associated with the use of interviewers; there are several sources of interviewer error, which may seriously undermine the reliability and validity of survey results , and it is reassuring not to have to worry about them. [v] Mail questionnaires also have something to commend them when information concerning several members of a household is required and in such situations a mail questionnaire, allowing some "intra-house
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consultation" may lead to more accurate information than a door-step interview. [vi] Some people may answer certain questions - perhaps those of a personal or embarrassing nature - more willingly and accurately when not face to face with an interviewer who is a complete stranger.



Disadvantages Some disadvantages / limitations of this approach are discussed bellow [i] Mail questionnaires used to be widely condemned because of the difficulty of securing an adequate response. Although the high response rates achieved in some recent mail surveys significantly reduce the force of this argument, this difficulty remains a serious consideration. The main difficulty with this method is that it might give rise to high rate of non-response under certain circumstances, which in its turn would lead to difficulties in interpreting the survey results. We will discuss this in later section in more details. [ii] The method can be considered only when the questions are sufficiently simple and straightforward to be understood with the help of the printed instructions and definitions. What is sufficiently simple , naturally depends on the population being surveyed, and the language employed needs to be chosen with the survey population clearly in mind. Of course no mail questionnaire can elicit replies from people who are completely illiterate but other less educated people should not eliminated by the use of an unnecessary complicated questionnaire. Of course , the rate of non-response may not be high, if the respondents have the ability to comprehend the contents of the questionnaire and are willing to supply the required information through the mail. [iii] The answers to a mail questionnaire have to be accepted as final, unless re-checking or collection of the questionnaires by interviewers can be afforded. There is no opportunity to probe beyond the given answer, to clarify an ambiguous one, to overcome unwillingness to answer a particular question or to appraise the validity of what a respondent said in the light of how he said it. In short, the mail questionnaire is essentially an inflexible method. [iv] The mail questionnaire is inappropriate where spontaneous answers are wanted; where it is important that the views of one person only are obtained , uninfluenced by discussion with others; and where questions testing a person's knowledge are to be included.
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[v] When the respondent fills in the mail questionnaire he can see all the questions before answering any one of them, and the different answers cannot therefore be treated as independently. [vi] With a mail questionnaire the surveyor cannot be sure that the right person completes the mail questionnaire. [vii] With a mail questionnaire there is no opportunity to supplement the respondent's answers by observational data. An interviewer can describe the respondent's house and neighborhood, his appearance and manner, his attitude to the survey and the way he reacted to different questions; all this is valuable background material. [viii] A general drawback of this method is that only items of information conceptually easy to understand can be included in the questionnaire. In may be noted that some of the disadvantages of the mail questionnaire can be overcome by combining it with interviewing. Thus mail questionnaire can be sent by mail and collected by interviewers, who can clear up difficulties, check answers and ensure completeness. Conversely, questionnaires can be delivered in person and returned by mail, the visit being used to explain the purpose and methods of the survey and to elicit co-operation. So in planning a mail enquiry, one may consider the possibility of supplementing it by the method of personal interview to follow up cases of non-response.



Factors that Reduce Return Rate # # # # #



incomplete questionnaires incorrect addresses questionnaires returned after deadline duplicate listings ineligible individuals in sample



Taking care of non-response in mail surveys The main problem with mail survey is that of getting an adequate response rate. Its especial importance in mail surveys arises from the fact that the response rates reported for many mail surveys have been much lower than those for interview surveys. Some causes and 'techniques of taking care of' non-response in mail survey are stated here
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[1] It has often been found that the less educated, those in the lower occupational categories and those uninterested in the subject of the survey have higher than average rates of non-response. So while selecting population , surveyor should be aware of it. [2] A difficulty with assessing the effect of the length of the mail questionnaire is that any difference in response might be the effect of the additional questions on the long mail questionnaire rather than the extra length itself; so surveyor should carefully construct the questionnaire. [3] Although the surveyor must include on the mail questionnaire all the questions to which he needs answers , he still has a certain degree of flexibility in his choice of questions, for he is not restricted to the essential ones. If the basic questionnaire is likely to lack appeal for his population, he can add interesting "throw-away" questions to act as an incentive to completion. Space left for comments can also be an incentive , for it allows respondents to write what they want rather than simply answer the questions. [4] A covering letter needs to be sent out with the mail questionnaire to take the place of the interview opening, and as such it must try to overcome any prejudice the respondent may have against surveys. It should make clear why and by whom the survey is being undertaken. how the addressee has come to be selected for questioning and why he should take the trouble- for such it is - to reply. This last point is crucial. [5] It is found that printing the covering letter on the same sheet as the questionnaire produces a slightly higher response than when it was put on a separate sheet. [6] A natural courtesy and a common-sense step to increase response is to enclose a stamped addresses or business reply envelop. The latter has the advantage that it generally administratively more convenient, but the former has been found to produce a higher response rate. [7] Some times a payment or gift can be offered as an incentive for the completed questionnaire; but , if the payment is more than nominal, this may offset a main advantage of the method- its cheapness. In commercial surveys concerned with product testing , people may agree to fill in questionnaires simply because they like receiving free samples! [8] Assurance of anonymity and confidentiality increases response rate. [9] Incorrect addresses reduce response rate, so researcher should be aware of it.
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[10] There remain the most important method of raising the response rate - the use of follow-ups. This is a method which can boost the response rate to a considerable extent. The first consists of a short reminder letter sent about one week after the initial mailing to persons who at that time have not replied; the second, consisting of a short letter together with the original letter, another copy of the mail questionnaire and another return envelop, is sent about a week after the reminder letter to those who have still not replied. The use of follow-ups is clearly an important feature of mail surveys, but it has its limitations, like , there is the question on anonymity and the quality of the returns may decline with successive mailing.



d)



Personal interview



The method of personal interview consists in contacting the respondents and collecting statistical data by questioning. This method is being fairly widely used in social and economic surveys, since in this case the investigator personally contacts the respondents and can obtain the required data fairly accurate. He can clearly explain to the respondents the objectives of the survey and the exact nature of the data requirements, and persuade them to give the required information, thus reducing the possibility of non-response arising from non-co-operation indifference, etc. Further, this method is most suitable for collecting data on conceptually items from respondents. The method of collecting data most usual in surveys is personal interviewing. Although observation and mail questionnaire could probably be employed more frequently than at present, interviewing is without doubt generally the most appropriate procedure, even though it introduces various sources of error and bias.



Necessary conditions for a successful interview
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A survey interview is a conversation between interviewer and respondent with the purpose of eliciting certain information from the respondent. This might appear a straightforward matter, with the respondent just giving straight answers to the questions asked of him. The attainment of a successfull interview is much more complex than this suggests. Necessary conditions for a successful interview are [1] There is the accessibility of the required information to the respondent. If the respondent does not have the information, forgets the specified terms of reference; he can not answer the question. [2] Another condition is that of cognition, or understanding by the respondent of what is required of him. In entering on an interview the respondent is adopting a particular role, and he needs to know what is expected of him in that role. [3] The third requirement for a successful interview is motivation on the part of the respondent to answer the question accurately. This includes his initial decision to co-operate and his subsequent decisions to continue with the interview. This factor is a reminder that the interview is a social process involving two individuals, the interviewer and the respondent. The outcome of the interview must be seen in this light, and must take into account the interaction of interviewer and the respondent. During the course of the interview the respondent is sizing up the interviewer, and his inferences about the interviewer van influence the way he answers questions. One way to increase the accuracy of the interview data is by careful interview training.



The interviewer's Task The core of the interviewer's task is a) to locate/ select his sample members, b) to obtain interview with them, c) to ask the questions in a proper way d) record the answers as instructed. He must ensure that everything he wrote/coded/recorded is legible and there is no inconsistency between them.
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Time required for interviewing method Although the amount of time the interviewer spends on different aspects of his work depends on such factors as the length of the questionnaire and the nature of the sample; it has been found that, only about 1/3 of the time is spent on interviewing, the other 2/3 being divided between travel time and locating respondents, editing the interviews and other clerical work and studying materials and administrative matter.



Selection of an interviewer The researcher can at least seek comfort in the knowledge that there is no such being as an ideal interviewer! The description of an interviewer's task suggests a number of desirable personal characteristics. An investigator should make a pleasant impression at first meeting and possess tact and some social sense; he should be accurate, reliable and honest and able to stand up to what is often tiring work; and obviously he should be available for the sort of routine and hours demanded in surveys. He should have adaptability , interest in the work he is doing. His own temperament should also be under his control. All above, he has to be intelligent and educated enough to cope in any situation that may occur during interviewing. Added to this, the importance of any one characteristic naturally varies from survey to survey. It is impossible to lay down any specification to suit all surveys. The trend is to select interviewers according to their performance on certain clearly defined tasks, rather than on personal characteristics.



Training of an interviewer A researcher wishing to train a team of interviewers might proceed as follows new investigators should be given some insight into the general work of the organization and told why the survey is being done, by whom and how the results are to be used and how the rest of the survey (apart from interviewing) is going to be handled. The importance of the interviewer's role should be explained to him so that he is made to feel, as is indeed the case, that the value of the survey depends on the accuracy and completeness of the information he and his colleagues collect. Then could follow some instruction on interviewing methods. A manualof general
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instructions would serve as the basis of talks by selected members of the research team. Films and recording showing how interviews should and should not be handled are valuable; and the experienced interviewers can give demonstration interviews. If time permits, the new interviewers might try their hand at interviewing each other in the presence of experienced investigators; if these dummy interviews can be recorded for subsequent re-playing, all the better. Next , the interviewers can be given their first taste of fieldwork on pre-testing the questionnaire and instructions; they should also be asked to edit and code some of the test questionnaires, so as to experience how problems can arise and how they can be solved.



Organizing interview survey Now we bring together a few practical aspects of interviewing, which arise whenever the nature of the survey and however modest the scale of the organization. [1] Interviewer instructions and briefings are an important part of any interview survey. [2] Some supervision of interviewers is essential, both to detect bad work and to keep fieldworkers up to the mark. [3] The main objects of fieldwork checks are to test (a) whether an interviewer in fact made all the interviews claimed.(b) whether his response rate is satisfactory (c) whether he is asking the questions and interpreting and recording the answers, in accordance with instructions. [4] Selection and training are one side of interviewer efficiency, morale in other. Payment to interviewers, working conditions. hours of work, assignments , contact with the research team - all of these are related to morale and thus to efficiency. Finally, it is worth making the obvious remark that researchers cannot expect interviewers to do a decent job if they produce over-lengthy or ill-designed questionnaires and ask questions which most people find unintelligible, uninteresting or futile.



Advantages : [1] Response is more encouraging as most are willing to supply information when approached personally.
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[2] The information obtained by this method is likely to be more accurate because the interviewer can clear up doubts of the informants about certain question and thus obtain correct information. [3] It is also possible through personal interview to collect supplementary information about the informant’s personal characteristics and environment and such information often provides very useful while interpreting results. [4] Questions about which the informant is likely to be sensitive can be carefully sandwiched between other questions by the interviewer. [5] The language of communication can be adjusted to the status and educational level of the person interviewed, thus avoiding inconvenience and misinterpretation on the part of the infrmant.



Disadvantages : [1] It may be very costly where the number of persons to be interviewed is large and they are spread over a wide area. [2] The chances of personal prejudice and bias are greater under this method as compared to other methods. [3] Untrained / poorly trained interviewer can spoil the entire work so they should be trained properly which costs money and time. [4] More time is required for collecting information by this method as compared to others.



e)



Schedule The approach



The schedule approach consists in specifying the items on which information is required and in giving detailed instructions to a set of investigators about the concepts, definitions and procedures to be used, who, backed by these instructions and their experience in the work of data collection, have to use their in genuity in obtaining the required information from the respondents. In this approach, the exact forms of the
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questions are not pre-specified and the test of questioning and eliciting information is left to the investigators.



Patterns of Investigation The question arises as to how to minimize the drawback of this approach, namely, that there is the possibility of a large investigator bias arising due to possibly varying techniques of investigation, methods of approach and modes of questioning adopted by different investigators under the same or similar situations. Spotting out or evolving different techniques of investigation suitable for different situations for given items or groups of items would help in bringing the schedule approach nearer the questionnaire approach, retaining the advantages of both the methods to a large extent.



Advantages [1] The chief recommendation for this methods is that they can "dig deeper" and get a richer understanding than the formal interview. [2] Quality and accuracy of data is much higher. [3] No misunderstood answer occurs in this process.



Disadvantages [1] Informal interviewing or schedule clearly calls for greater skill than the formal survey i.e, questionnaire interview. [2] It gives much greater scope to the personal influence and bias of the interviewer than the questionnaire approach. [3] A basic objection to this method is the difficulty of comparing, summarizing and quantifying the material. [4] It cannot be sent by post i.e, in mail enquiry survey. In some of Personal interview survey and mainly in Mail survey; what we actually use is a questionnaire. We will introduce a questionnaire's concept and we will discuss difference between a Schedule and a questionnaire subsequently.
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Questionnaire The approach : In contrast to the Schedule approach, the questionnaire approach consists in asking the informants or respondents pre-specified questions and in getting their replies recorded by themselves or by investigators. It is important that all the questions are visualized and set out in the questionnaire. In this approach the investigator is not supposed to influence the responses of the informant in any way by modifying the questions or by his interpretation or explanation of the terms used in the questions or other instructions in the questionnaire. That is, the questionnaire has to be self-contained in all respects. In fact , if a set of questions is to be asked for getting information on one item , these questions should be specified in the questionnaire.



Standardized Questions This approach presumes that the informants are capable of understanding and answering the questions set drawn in the questionnaire without much external help. It is possible that in economically developed and literate society, the informants are able to understand and answer standardized questions. But in an underdeveloped or developing economy with a considerable mix-up in the economic activities and a low rate of literacy , there is greater heterogeneity in the informants understanding of the social and economic terms used in the questionnaire and hence the extent and type of explanations or clarifications to be vary from one informant to another or from one group of informants to another. This is variability makes it quite difficult to collect the required information with a standard set of questions in many cases.



Quality of data It is generally believed that the questionnaire approach would lead to data of good quality, since the possible bias of the investigator in
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explaining or interpreting the term involved is completely avoided. It may be pointed out that this would be so only if a feasible questionnaire has been developed, that is , a questionnaire which is self-contained and all the questions of which can be easily understood and answered by all the informants, as otherwise the respondent or informant bias may become substantial in the sense of higher rates of non-response wrong response and "don't knows" in which case a meaningful analysis of the survey data and proper interpretation of the survey results become quite difficult and even impossible at times. Unless the items to be canvassed are very simple, it might not be feasible to visualize all the situations one might come across in practice and to prepare series of questions that would adequately cover them.



Questionnaire used in mail enquiry The questionnaire approach is very well suited to and hence very useful in mail enquiries, which are generally less costly than the interview surveys. But then, mail enquiries are feasible only when the respondents are literate enough to read , understand and answer the questions in the questionnaire and above all are willing to provide the required data without much persuasion, situations which are hardly obtaining in the developing countries like Bangladesh as far as socio-economic enquiries are concerned.



Questionnaire Versus Schedule The question as to whether the questionnaire or schedule approach is to be used in the survey for collecting the required information needs consideration. It can be seen that the choice between questionnaire and schedule depends on the character of the survey problem and the use to be made of the results. [i] It may seem that this approach is subject to larger bias than the questionnaire approach, since in the former there is the added scope for the investigator to introduce bias owing to his possible influence on the reponses of the respondents through his explanations and interpretations of the terms used in the survey. Of course, this need not be so , provided well-trained and experienced investigators are employed for conducting the survey.
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[ii] The respondent bias may become quite substantial in the questionnaire approach , if the terms of interest are rather complicated and involve conceptual difficulties. In such cases, it is more expedient to train a batch of investigators for explaining the concepts and definitions to the informants than to burden each respondent with elaborate instructions and clarification. It may also be difficult to visualize all the possible situations one might come across at the time of the enquiry with a view to preparing a series of questions that would adequately cover them. Given the items together with necessary elucidations of concepts, definitions and procedures involved; the investigator is likely to be in a better position to obtain the required information. [iii] However, the cost of adopting the questionnaire approach is generally less than the schedule approach. Hence a decision as to which of the two approaches is to be followed in a particular survey should be arrived at after carefully examining the possible effect of investigator biases and the costs involved. [iv] Preparation of a schedule or questionnaire with suitable instructions needs to be given careful consideration in planning a survey, as the utility of the results of the survey depends to a large extent on this. The framing of questions or items of the survey depends to a large extent on this. The framing of questions or items should be done in a simple, unambiguous, interesting and tactful manner, and they should be so worded as not to influence the answers of the respondents. The sequence of items is important. Those likely to help the investigators in establishing a good rapport with the respondents should be put first, and items relating to a particular aspect of the survey should come together in the questionnaire or schedule. If this procedure of arranging the questions is unsuitable for collection of data, clear instructions are to be given to the investigators as to the sequence is which the questions are to be put. The items should be so arranged as to facilitate the work of tabulation. As far as possible the items should be such that the answers can be recorded in numbers, or specific codes. When codes are to be used, it is desirable to give both the description and the codes for at least important items to permit checking of the codes used. [v] To reduce the non-sampling errors arising from ambiguous definitions and misunderstanding of the questions by the investigators or respondents, it is necessary to give some typical examples, details explanatory notes and instructions for the items of information included in the questionnaire or schedule. The instructions should include the concepts and definitions that are to be used in the survey, with an indication how these are expected to serve the objectives of the survey. Clarification of
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the doubts raised by the investigator is to be so done that there is uniformity in the procedures followed by the different investigators. If the data are collected through mail enquiry, the explanatory notes and instructions should be lucid, concise and precise. If the data are collected by the method of interview or by actual physical observation, the instructions can be made more detailed. In this case also the instructions should be clear and unambiguous. _______________________________________



Some other methods of collecting information are :



f)



Indirect Oral Interviews



Under this method of collection data, the investigator contacts third parties called “witnesses” capable of supplying the necessary information. The method is generally adopted in those cases where the information to be obtained is of a complex nature and the informants are not inclined to respond if approached directly. For example, in an enquiry regarding addiction to drugs, alcohol, etc., people may be reluctant to supply information about their own habits. It would be necessary in that case to get the desired information from those dealing in drugs, liquor or other people who may be knowing them, like their neighbours, friends, etc. Similarly, if a fire has broken out at a certain place the cause of the fire may be traced by contacting persons living in the neighbourhood of that data. In a similar manner, clues about thefts of murders are obtained by the police by interrogating third parties who are supposed to have knowledge about the case under investigation. Enquiry Committees and Commissions appointed by the Government generally adopt this method to get people’s views and all possible details of facts relating to the enquiry. This method is very popular in practice. However, the correctness of the information obtained depends upon a number of factors, such as : 1. The type of persons whose evidence is being recorded. If the people do not know the full fact of the problem under investigation or if
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2. 3.



they are prejudiced it will not be possible to arrive at correct conclusions. The ability of the interviewers to draw out the information from witnesses by means of appropriate questions and cross-examination. The honesty of the interviewers who are collecting the data. It might happen that because of bribery, nepotism or certain other reasons those who are collecting the information give it such a twist that conclusions are not arrived at.



For the success of this method it is necessary that the evidence of one person alone is not relied upon; the views of a number of persons should be ascertained to find the real position. Utmost care should be taken in the selection of these persons because it is on their views that the final conclusions are reached.



Suitability :



This method is suitable in such cases where indirect sources of information are required to be trapped either because direct sources do not exist or cannot be relied upon or would be reluctant to part with the information.



g)



Information from Correspondents



Under this method, the investigator appoints local agents or correspondents in different places to collect information. These correspondents collect and transmit the information of the central office where the data are processed. Newspaper agencies generally adopt this method. Correspondents in different places supply information relating to such events as accidents, strikes, people’s thoughts about or response to some political parties etc., to the head office. The correspondents may be paid or honorary persons but generally they are paid. This method is also adopted by various departments of government in such cases where regular information is to be collected from a wide area. For example, in the construction of
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wholesale price index numbers regular information is obtained from correspondents appointed in different areas.



Advantage The special advantage of this method is that it is cheap and appropriate for extensive investigation.



Disadvantages However, it may not always ensure accurate results because of the personal prejudice and bias of the correspondents.



Suitability : This method is generally adopted in those cases where the information is to be obtained at regular intervals from a wide area. This method is particularly suitable in case of crop estimates.



h)



Telephone Interview



In the developed countries like United States telephone interviewing is also of some importance , especially in radio research. We'll cover just a few highlights of sampling for telephone studies. A. Random Digit Dialing Vs. Listed Sample Telephone sampling used to mean sampling from directories. However, large proportions of households are unlisted (i.e., nonpublished). According to studies reported by reputable sampling houses,. there are important differences between listed and unlisted households:
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The solution to the unlisted problem is Random Digit Dialing (RDD). In RDD, sampling houses generate random four digit numbers in known exchanges, excluding "blocks" known to be unassigned (most are not assigned). For residential samples they also exclude blocks assigned to businesses. For a fee they'll also have a computer dial each number to detect whether or not it is a working number. RDD assures that both listed and unlisted households are included in the sampling frame. Inevitably, however, not all the numbers are working and not all are households, so the efficiency is not as great as a listed sample. B. Replicates A sampling frame, whether listed or unlisted, usually contains at least as many "elements" (i.e. listings or people) as you will need to meet the quota of completed interviews. Which means that perhaps some elements will never be called. If so, you no longer have a random sample. Commonly, samples are divided into "replicates," each a mini version of the full sample. Before a new replicate is "opened," the preceding one is worked to exhaustion. In this way, you can be certain that when your quota of interviews is complete the sample did not come disproportionately from one segment of the list. C. Random Selection Within Household Why go to great effort to achieve a random sample of households and then interview whoever answers the phone! In many studies in which there can be more than one eligible respondent in the household, random selection is used to determine who should be interviewed. There are various techniques for doing this: 1. The oldest is known as the "Kish" technique (after its inventor, Leslie Kish), in which the interviewer asks for the names of all household members who meet the screening requirements and for their birthdays. The selected respondent is the one whose birthday was most recent. 2. Another is the Troldahl-Carter method, which uses a set of forms with matrices for the selection of the oldest male, youngest female, etc. 3. Another asks for respondents to be listed in order of age and uses a random number list to select which one is interviewed. The technique we use most often is a simplification of the Kish technique known as the "next birthday" method. Once you find out there is more than one eligible respondent, you ask which of them has his/her birthday "coming up next" and interview that person. This technique does
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not require the listing of potential respondents by name, nor does it require asking for their birthdays, which can sound invasive to some people. D. Callbacks Whether a probability sample or not, it's common to specify a certain number of callbacks to reach not-at-homes, busy signals, etc. Most typical is two callbacks to reach a household and another two to complete an interview with the correct respondent. Some clients (most notably the government) specify that a certain completionrate must be achieved (often 60% or more). Callbacks are the only way to achieve such a rate. Various studies have investigated whether people reached on the first call differ from those reached on the second or third call. There are differences. E. Answering Machines Reportedly, many households now have answering machines. However, while answering machines are a problem, Survey Sampling reports that they still have not made a major impact on the ability to contact households: Machine households are no more likely to refuse than non-machine households. F. CATI Sample Management Many CATI systems have sample management built in. The sample is provided on tape or disk. As a dialing is completed, the computer randomly selects a sample element and pops it up on the interviewer's screen. The program can make sure it is in the right time zone for the call, and will keep track of the "tally sheet" for the job. Some large systems have auto-dialers built in to pull up and dial numbers at specified intervals and, feed that dialing to the next available interviewer.



Advantages a) Telephone surveys are the most common type of marketing research there, partly because very good samples can be achieved at reasonable cost.
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b) Higher response rates are found with trained interviewers encouragement. c) By this method, moderately honest answers are found and thus quality of data increases. d) Respondents can not look ahead to see what questions are coming next.



Disadvantages 1) Not everyone has a telephone, and some people prefer not to be listed in the phone directory. In Bangladesh and many other countries, however, too few households have telephones to make the method useful in surveys of the general population, though it might be applicable to specific populations, such as telephone subscribers. 2) Not a current source of information, it is only printed once a year. 3) Very few questions can be asked on phone. 4) Since telephone interview has to be conducted very quickly, the respondents may give vague and reckless answers. 5) There may be serious error of communication on telephone.



i)



Method of Registration



In the registration method, the respondents are required to register the required information at specified places. The vital Statistics registration system followed in many countries provides an illustration of the registration method. In this case , the residents of a region are required to register every birth and death with the vital statistics authorities. This method is in a sense a combination of the methods of mail questionnaire and personal interview, as the respondents are informed of the data requirements through suitable notifications and the respondents go and report them. This method is also fairly widely used, as the cost involved in adopting it will be much less than that in case of observation and personal interview methods. When this method is adopted only for a sample of units , it is termed - sample registration.
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Limitations The main difficulty with this method , as in the case of the mail enquiry , is the possibility of non-response due to indifference, reluctance, etc., on the part of the informants to go to the place of registration and supply the required data. Because of this difficulty , this method is generally used only to collect statistical data covered by statutory regulations, as in such cases the response rate is likely to be better due to fear of possible legal action and penalty.



j)



Mall Intercept Method



Mall intercept surveys are widely used and (theoretically) able to reach a large segment of the population. In any given two-week period, about 2/3 of U.S. households shop one or more times at a mall.



"Ideal" Mall Sampling Plan According to an article by Seymour Sudman, 1 to achieve a very good sample via the mall intercept method. However, this is what you have to do. 1. Randomly select states or regions. 2. Randomly select cities within region. 3. Randomly select malls within cities. 4. Post interviewers at randomly selected mall entrances. 5. Interview all days and all times mall open. 6. Count traffic so interviews are proportional to traffic based on day of week and time of day. 7. Determine frequency of mall shopping and weight sample so that frequent shoppers not over-represented.



Practical Plan Sudman's plan, unfortunately, is so difficult to put in practice that it would rarely, if ever, be used. In particular, the concept of posting interviewers at randomly selected mall entrances would be effective only
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for on-the-spot interviews. If respondents have to go to an office, the refusal rate caused by having to walk the length of the mall would eliminate whatever benefit there might be to the random sampling plan. The following is a plan for "good but not pristine" mall samples: 1. Select malls so that at least one in each census region, and interviews distributed by region proportionate to universe. 2. Establish demographic quotas based on probability sample study. 3. Screen out "regulars" - mall employees, recent participants.



Quota Screening We've seen that mall shoppers are a demographically biased group. You can partly overcome this bias by using a quota sample if you know what the characteristics of the sample should be. But what if you don't know? Suppose, for example, you're screening for people who took both French and Spanish in high school and once worked flipping burgers. You haven't the slightest idea what they're like, let alone what the incidence is. That's where quota screening comes in. You set quotas for screenings such that you screen men and women equally, the right number of each age group, etc. Once you've done enough screenings you know what the incidence is, so you can set quotas for the total number of screenings. Since you made sure that various demographic groups were screened in their proper proportions, you can be sure that the obtained sample is reasonably representative of the universe.



Advantages · · ·



The good things about mall samples are Experimental control. Ability to see things. Reduced Cost.



Disadvantages ·



Not necessarily even representative of the areas they're in.
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· Demographically skewed samples. (Young, female, suburban, middle-income, frequent shoppers). · Limited to metropolitan areas.



Planning Following is a plan for "good but not pristine" mall samples · Select malls so that at least one in each census region, and interviews distributed by region proportionate to universe. · Establish demographic quotas based on probability sample study. · Screen out - mall employees, recent participants.



k)



E-mail enquiry and Online survey



The electronic-only survey is advisable when resources are limited and the target population suits an electronic survey. Considering the potential of the electronic survey method, it is only a matter of time before it becomes the major survey method. Advantages 1) e-Surveys cost less and are faster than other surveys. 2) Responses come in hours or days instead of weeks or months 3) Convenience, ease and "no-paper or handwriting" add up to dramatically more responses - and higher quality responses. 4) e-Survey responses are electronically processed from the questionnaire to the database to the analysis. Manual data entry, the major source of error, is eliminated. Disadvantages 1) 2)



online survey response rates are not consistent Many don't have access to email or the Internet
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Combination of various methods While the above grouping is a useful classification for our discussion, it should not be thought to imply that the method can not be combined. Instead a combination of methods is often appropriate to make use of their different strengths. For instance, to increase the response rate in a mail questionnaire survey, interviewing method can be supplemented. Again , in interview surveys , direct observational methods are often valuable , for the interviewer can obtain the information for himself , rather than rely on the possibly inaccurate replies given by respondents. Although it will usually be impossible to obtain all the data needed from a survey by observational methods, there are many occasions when some of the data can be collected by observation and the remainder by interview. On the other occasions both methods can be applied to give information on the same subject, the comparison of the results serving as a checking procedure. Not only can more than one method be used in any one survey, but also some problems can be usefully investigated through separate surveys involving different approaches. In some situations the use of a combination of methods, each method having its own strength and weakness, can provide a more powerful research strategy than the reliance on any one method used alone. Since each method has its own limitations, a combination of methods has much to commend it.



Conclusion Utmost care must be exercised while selecting method(s) of collecting information / data because these collected data and their form / type constitute the foundation on which the superstructure of statistical analysis is built. The results obtained from the analysis are properly interpreted and policy decisions are taken. Hence, if the data
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collection procedures are inaccurate and inadequate, the whole analysis may be faulty and the decisions taken will be misleading. A method of collecting data should be selected which matches the information content in the source. The decision regarding the choice of the method of data collection should arrive at a careful consideration of aim of the enquiry, available other resources, accuracy and practicability from among the alternative methods. These criteria may be in conflict with each other, or with constraints imposed by the stimulus material or by the method of analysis to be used, or with practical considerations, like time and money. The final choice must be a compromise of all these factors. We find the facts provided about these methods are useful, but they are not sufficient or decisive. The difficult problem of “which method of data collection to use” in any particular instance cannot be solved at once. We neither just lay down the law / generalize / combine all methods as a solution of this problem, nor can reject all other method except the one which was used before. Sometimes situation arises where common sense and experience guide in making decision which method should be adopted in any particular instance.
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